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CURRENT STATUS OF SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 

Cllfford K. Bock 
Deputy Director of Regulation 
U.S. Atomic Energy Comission 

Washington 25,D.C.  
Atomic Industrial Forum - American Nuclear Society 

Chicago, Illinois 
November 7, 1961.  

In the su•,net of:1960, at the Switzerland meeting or the General Committe 'on Reactor Safety of the International Standards Organization, a working..group (#1)-on Reactor Site Selection was established. The U.S,, England and Prance were designatcd as member countries, With the .U.S.' to furnish the Chairman. Subsequently, your speaker was designated as the U.S. Representative to this working group, and-hence as its Chairman.  
As with all I.S.O. Committees, and the general I.S.O.  Organization, it le the Intention of this Working Croup on Reactor Site Selection to explore the possibilities that approach to this problem In the different nations may have some el;.ments of common practice and, hopefully, that there might eventually be developed acme degree of uniformity In the exercise of this function.  

At London, In March of this year, representatv yes to the Working Group from the countries named above, 1.;1.a C-:-,ada and Germany, after extensive analysis and discussion of tha rcactor siting situation, decided two things: 

1. That it was then unquestionably too eArly to identify any significant elements of common practice in sit^ seleztlon and hence too e.a.rly to attempt any articulation of unifox-.-ty or agreement anong the nations' on this matter.  
2. T•at there were significant Indications of intcrest and activity in this problem in a number of countries and, hence, that another meeting aboýjt the end of 1961, for exchange of ideas and information among representatives from a somewhat larger number of nations, would be apropriate and timely.  
The working ,•up was Informed that IAZA had tentative plans for a small panel mei ting on Reactor Siting scheduled for the Pall of 1961. According]y, discussions wore opened between the WorkIng Group #1 and the :IAEA on the possibility of a jointly sponsored panel of Invited experts from about 20 countries to be held in October. Agreement was quickly reached, and the meeting was scheduled for October 30-November 3, 1961.  
The meeting was held last week as scheduled in Vienna, at the IAEA Headquarters. Some 30 persons from 16 countries were In attendance. Generally, these persons were in the category of experts on some aspects of reactor siting and were not official spokeruen for nationa4 positions on this matter. However., most of these people were,,;eufficiently Involved in their nation's activities to contrblute Informed, though unofficial com•ments.  Special efforts were. de to bave meteorologists present, and 4 or 
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5 persons who were'experts on the general role of meteorology in 
reactor siting were in the meeting. Delegates from the USZR, 
though invited, did not attend.  

Many of the delegates brought manuacripts of prepared 
statements to the meetings, and the first 2 1/2 days were used 
in having these statements presented and discussed. The remaining 
time was spent in general discussion and in debate on the content 
and form the record of th.s meeting should take.  

The discussion revolved chiefly around three topicc: 

1. The genbral-philosophical and .procedural approach to the 
selection or sites for reactors, with some descriptions of 
practices in the countries represented.  

2. The general contribution of the reactor, its potential 
accidents, the possible releases of fission products and the role 
of safeguards on the question of site selection.  

3. Meteorology and its role in site selection.  

The delegates agreed that there should be a report to the 
nuclear community from this 4-day discussion, and one iz in 
preparation. The'teport:will consist of two parts: 

1. A general editorial intrduction, Including a sumnary of 
the complex nature of the site selection ;rotlem and some of the 
significant factors in the problemp an indicate-n o-f the dJfferences 
in opinions and approaches to the siting practice -'z, different 
countries, and a caution on the interpretation to be givan to the 
second part of the'report.  

2. The second part will consist of a collection of papers 
on the three general topics mentioned above, incluc'..rn& those 
contribute.! by the Individual participants to the me.:nC and 
others ce" 4±dared likely to be of value in such a geoz•ral 
collect1•.-.. There will be no recommendations or indicated pre
ferred procedure or policy on reactor siting.  

Since one co•cluslon reached In this conference was that 
no conclusions shouild be -reached now on any co~mon elements in 
reactsr siting pra tices' it would be presumptious of me to 
make any attempt t0 interpret tt:e sense of the conference for 
you. Rather, I w.•ll mention briefly the approach to reactor 
sihe selection, as :I understand it, being taken in 4 different 
countries: Canada, ijnited Kingdom, Germany, and the U.S. In 
attempting to be brief, I may not be fully accurate or complete, 
but I hope to convey the correct general position.  

Canada: 

In Canada, papt practice has been for power Pnd tent 
reactors to be placied at sites having substantial isolation.  
That practice will:ýndoubtedly be continued, but no rules or 
formulas have been Aeveloped, and there Is likely to be none; 
rather, the present- practice of choice by somewhat intuitive, 
subjective judgment• on a ease by ease basis Is likely to be 
continued. Meanwhile, however, as has been reported in the 
literature, considerable effort has been devoted in Canada to a 
probability method of approach to assessment of hazard or risk in 
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nuclear reactors. This method, attractive in basic principle, 
is handicapped by praotioal diffioultIzs in the assignment of 
probability values to the assorted railures and malfunctions 
likely to occur; the tesessment of potential :,damages likely to 
result, and the determination of an acceptable measure of thu risk 
so determined. I do not consider it likely that this method will 
lead in the near future to a definitive procedure for selection 
of reactor sites.  

Efforts are going forward in Japan$ it might be noted, on 
a similar method of defining acceptable reactor sites.  

United KinRdom: 

The English are now in the process of putting finishi.ng 
touches to the articulation of a new approach to the consideration 
of sites for nuclear reactors. The method consists of two 
separate and Independent parts:-.  

A. The comparative evaluatio'n of suitability of sites, 
Independently of aw yconsideration of reactors that might be 
placed on the sites. ;zor this they: 

1. Assumei "unit release of fission products, ta::en a3 
80-100%'nobles; 25% lodines; 15% Ce and Te; M', otber 
products.' Iodine turns out to be the controlllng 
factor, so all else is ignored.  

2. Assume that safety suitability of -sites depcnds fully 
and only on exposure tof people.  

3. In the calculation of exposure, they: 

(a) Use condition F of Pasquil meteorology categor-e3, 
an inversion condition which corrLL.nondc to 
10-20% of time In England.  

(b) Assume that expooure dama~e is prcportional to 
(atmospheric concentra-iAo2 , i.e. that a person 
exposed to a given concentration is damaged 1/4 
as much an a person exposed to a concentration 
3/2 as Iuch.  

(Thus persqns close-In count much more heavily in 
evaluating , site. Beyorxi 12 or .so miles, people 
generally.tount very little.) 

(c) Obtain 4 categories of comparative site 
acceptability by multiplying the number of 
peopleX (concentration)7 at all distances and 
obtaiz.index numbers which are then divided into 4 ranges. This procedure corresponds roughly to 
the doprmination of the population factor in 
inaur= ae Indemnity calculations for reactors in 
the ¶ted States.  

B. There is the.roblem of matching a particular reactor 
with one or the categories of sites. Just how this is done, has 
not bcen fully worked ou#, A table has been calculated show'.ng 
the quantities of lodinmithat could be released at each of the 
categorieB of sites wlwt producing exposures to the thyroids of 
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childrcr at the edge of the area (inversion condit on F) in excess of 25 r. These values range from 103 to 10 4 curies.  

Presumably then, if reac-tors were estimated to have a relaase likelihood lower than estimated Iodine amounts for any category, It could be located at that category of site. However, considerable elements of subjective Judgment:.are left In thlo process. ,he British do not propose to follow the practice of estimating the magnitude of the accidents having a crediblA likelihood of occurrence,"ortto relate their:final decision to a Maximum Credible Accident.;.  

Germany: 

To my knowledge, there has been no indication of an official German approach to a reactor siting policy.  

In practice, reactors have been located at sites having some degree of isolation which are otherwisesuitable (cost, consumers, cooling water, etc.) and then a great effort in each case is made to insure that no exposures of the public In excess of 500 mrem can occur from the reactor under conceivable conditions.  In at least some cases, less pessimistic assumptions are made about the magnitude of possible accidents than has been made for other reactors, and full credit is taken for the estimated effectiveness of all Asaorted safeguards. In some respecto, this procedure consists in deciding where it Is desirable to have the reactor located and then showing by. appropriate assumptions and estimation of safeguard effectiveness that it 's safe enough to be there.  

This procedure involves detailed treatment of the maximum credible accident and exhaustive calculations on the full effoctiveness of each safeguard feature, often In considerably more detail than would appear to be Justified in view of the ur.precise nature of some of the initial assumptions made.  
On:e paper from Poland also supported the approach of 

guaranteeing "absolute safety" despite any possible accidents.  

United States: 

As you know, in'.March of this year we published for comment and discussion a set r Sguides to the selection of sites for power and test reactors. In these guides we identified the factors to be considered in selecting suitable sites for reactors.  Included were: (1) a definition, within the context of the conservative factors and procedures outlined, of radiation exposure doses for the-publi- which should not be exceeded by credible potential accidents In a given facility; (2) characteristics of the facility4having a bearing on the type and magnitude of potential accidents'therein; (3) physical characteristics of the site, Including geology, hydrology, and meteorology; and (4) the population density and distribution in surrounding areas.  It was indicated how these factors could be used to define successive zones of Increasing •Population density in areas beyond the site confines. In an appendix, a numerical calculation was presented for hypothetical reactors, In which arbitrary values were assigned to variodý parameters Involved in the calculation.  Dimensions of populat•p, "zones around the reactors were obtained 
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In this calculation which corresponded generally with reactor siting practice In the United States. It was stated in the guides that, In practice, each.proposed reactor should be considerpi on Its own merits, including the extent to which "unique or unusual features" having a bearing on "the rrobability and consequences of accidental releases" of'radloactlvlty were present, and that, where a site had unfavorable characteristics , It might.nevertheless be acceptable If "appropriate and adequate compensating safeeuardn" were provided.  

It was Intended that these "guides' would be used as guides, and that enough flexlbJlity was Incorporated thereln to accommodate changes which might be suggested by the unique safeguards in any particular facility and by the cumulative operating experience with all reactors. However,: many persons commented to us that the inclusion.-of a sample calculationin the appendix, containing assigned values to various parameters, suggested too much Inflexibility in the guides and an indication that substantial isolation or reactors might be a perm3nent requirement for all future reactors.  

The example we pubilshed was not Intended to give these Impressions. Clearly, we must make some revisions. Either by modification or the appenidix, by eliminating it, or In some other way, we must make clear that Inflexibility in the-procedure, and itisensltlvity to future safeguards progress and accumulated reactor operating experience were not Intended.  
Frrom these examples, th. extensive discuss1onn that we have just heard in the Vienna meeting and my cvu stodlis of this problem. I would summeari= the situation with respect to reactor site selection as follows: 
1. There Is not now anid probably will never bi a definitive, unambiguous, objective procedure for uni4ue determination of whether a r.'ven :ite is "adequately";safe for .2 particular reactor, .r whether it Is not.., because such a detrmination would depend on the accidents thatI1ir occur in that reactor and their consequences. It Is inherently Impoecible to have such information at the time the decision on acceptability of a given aitb has to be mado. il,-:,e 
2. As reactors are jo'w• being••c•ntructed, there is a very high probability or safe tI during their o'ierating lifetime, or a very low probability thatn accident oi serious dimensions will occur, but this probabili:Lt of a serious accident Is not zero, and how-liarge it Is we do not know.  
3. In this situatlon, there are three possible choices as to reactor site location p 11y .  

a. Full dependepce could be placed on safeguards -both the "accident preventSeon" safeguards and the "consequences -limiting" safeguards, so t.e reactor could be located arrnihere.  
b. No dependence could be placed on safeguards, in which case very large ieol'tion distances would have to be provided. 3 
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a. There-0oul04be a compromise between these two; i.e., 
substantial dependence on eafegards,• but some-degree o isolation-
just in case. This latter choce is e the one.*customarily followed, 

4.This compromie that may be ageed on~in any given case, 
and pore tmortantlyi-the policy principle followed on ýhie point 
in anr given country, not only depends on a subatnttal element 
or subjective judgment in the technical estimation oi" the degree 
of risk. invol'.Wd, buti also, let us face fully and state it 
candidly, such matters asnnational needs, national endowments In 
physical resources, public relations and other matters of similar 

nature.  
For exaele, in the United States, where we do not have as 

pressing an urgency for alternate sources of power as exists in 
some other countries, and where we have an abundance of open 
spaces to choose from, our reactor siting policy may well be 
dissimilar from that of other countries whose over-all situation, 
obligations and needs may be different.  

5. In this sense then, two commnts may be made about the 
guides we have published: 

a. Outlined therein is a procedural study of potential 
acciden.ts and their consequences which In any reactor case has 
substantial intrinsic merlt.  

b. Moreimportantly, these guides, somewhat arbitrarily, 
define procedures that lead to selection of reactor bites which 
are generally consistent with our current practic.es in loceting 
reactors. I believe these loeotion practices are likely to 
continue, as a general pattern, though each reactor must be 
considered on its own merits and the door is left open for 
deviation f.om this practice where there is a basis for believing 
that this may be Justified,.  

The hrtmary I have just stated is not in disagreement with 
the disotoz-ons in the conference of last week, and in particular, 
! believe there would be solid support everywhere for the 
necessity for &ach country to develop an approach to a policy 
of reactor siting in accordance with the circumstances a.nd needs 
of thet country.  
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